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Dear Ms Matulick,
Re: inquiry into the impairment of customer loans Question on Notice
Thank you for your correspondence of 23 November 2015 in relation to four witnesses who
have appeared before the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial
Services inquiry into impairment of customer loans. We are pleased to have the opportunity
to respond to these matters.
If a business defaults on its loan, it is understandably traumatic for those involved. We do not
for a moment question the distress which has been experienced by these customers and the
personal impact of these events on them and their families.
However, in each case we do not agree with the characterisation of events.
Mr Rory O’Brien
Bankwest and BOSI, a subsidiary of HBOS plc, lent $175 million to Mr O’Brien’s company for
the development known as Whisper Bay at Airlie Beach in Queensland. Bankwest ultimately
recovered $30.26 million and BOSI $18.73 million.
While large sections of Mr O’Brien’s testimony are inaccurate and can be documented as
such, we restrict our comments to key areas where we believe he has seriously misled the
Committee.
Context of Mr O’Brien’s Loan
Mr O’Brien’s original Airlie Beach project sought to build and sell high-end residential units.
The average price of these units (approximately $2 million) was set at about twice the price
of other sales in the locality at the time. Further complicating this business venture was the
onset of the Global Financial Crisis.
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Today, even with the recovery of the Australian economy, we understand only 24 of 104
units have been sold. The most recent sales appear to have occurred in July and August
2015 for $873,000 and $695,000 respectively. No sales were recorded for 2014.
Clawback Allegations
Mr O’Brien repeatedly claims that he was a victim of a “clawback arrangement”. For example
he claims: “it was in CBA’s interest to impair those loans under the clawback because it
provided CBA an effective guarantee from Bankwest where they could gain from the vendors
of Bankwest – which were HBOS, Lloyds and, at that stage, the British government – full
recovery of the Whisper Bay debt”.
This claim is untrue. We categorically reject accusations that Commonwealth Bank
manufactured customer defaults to reduce the purchase price of Bankwest.
Commonwealth Bank has provided a range of information to the Committee which illustrates
that Commonwealth Bank did not, nor did it have the ability to, impair loans to reduce the
purchase price of Bankwest (see our original submission to the inquiry, our responses to
Questions on Notice dated 8 October 2015 and our response to Mr Trevor Hall’s submission
dated 8 October 2015); nor to reduce the wholesale funding payable to HBOS (see our
response to Mr Hall’s submission dated 8 October 2015); nor to benefit from payments under
warranties (see our response to Questions on Notice dated 23 November 2015).
Mr O’Brien further testified to the Committee that his loan was referred to Ernst & Young as
the Independent Expert and it found that “our loan was stable and unimpaired”. This
testimony is inaccurate.
We provided a copy of this expert determination to the Committee on 8 October 2015. As
that illustrates, Commonwealth Bank considered that as of 19 December 2008, Mr O’Brien’s
loan was impaired and a provision of $46.05 million was necessary. Since Commonwealth
Bank and HBOS disagreed, Ernst & Young determined this matter.
Ernst & Young concluded that Mr O’Brien’s loan was impaired, with indicators including:
“(a) the borrower being in significant financial difficulty;
(b) the borrower having breached their initial contract, through
delinquency in interest and principal; and
(c) the lender granting to the borrower a concession that the lender would
not otherwise consider (extension of the facility and interest
capitalisation).”
However Ernst & Young believed that at 19 December 2008, no specific provision was
necessary.
Ernst & Young’s finding that no provision was necessary and no adjustment to the purchase
price was required in relation to this loan bound Commonwealth Bank to the outcome that
there would be no reduction in the purchase price of Bankwest for Mr O’Brien’s loan.
Bankwest’s treatment of Mr O’Brien at the expiry of his loan
By his own admission, Mr O’Brien’s loan expired on 15 January 2009, having been extended
from 30 November 2008 to allow Mr O’Brien time to address immediate cash needs and
further costs. Letters were issued from BOSI and Bankwest on 19 and 23 December 2008 to
Mr O’Brien confirming that the facility of $175.9 million would be extended from 30 November
2008 to 15 January 2009 by which time the facility became due and payable.
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Following expiry of the loan on 15 January 2009, an intense period of engagement took
place between Mr O’Brien and Bankwest/BOSI until April 2009. During this period it became
evident that there were other financial pressures on the development.
In particular Bankwest identified many unpaid trade creditors estimated to total around $2
million, statutory demands being made on Mr O’Brien’s company, a caveat lodged over the
development by the project manager for over $500,000 of unpaid fees, a charge against the
land on which the development was built lodged by the Commissioner of Land Tax for unpaid
land tax, and a writ of execution against the land levied by the local council for unpaid council
rates.
Furthermore, Bankwest/ BOSI were notified in March 2009 that insurance premiums were
unpaid and hence the asset was uninsured. Bankwest/BOSI urgently paid the insurance
premiums to address this problem.
Due to the escalating financial concerns Bankwest’s lawyers issued a demand letter on 6
April 2009 for a total debt of $178 million. Further time was allowed to explore alternative
funding before the appointment of receivers on 20 April 2009.
Mr O’Brien’s claim that he received no correspondence from Commonwealth Bank for five
months is misleading. There was no specific communication with Commonwealth Bank
because it was not a party to the loan documents. However, there is extensive dialogue
evident between Bankwest/ BOSI and Mr O’Brien throughout the period.
Hence, Mr O’Brien’s claim that “CBA gave us 48 hours’ notice to repay $178 million” is also
misleading, given the extensive discussions which took place between Mr O’Brien, his
representatives, and Bankwest/ BOSI.
The completeness of his development and the actions of the receiver
Mr O’Brien claims that the project was completed “on time and on budget in November
2008”. While the residential building itself had been issued with a certificate of practical
completion, there remained the necessary work to convert the development to a five star
resort, a requirement upon which many pre-sales were dependent. This required the
development of a restaurant, a gym, a spa and a larger reception area – all to five star
standards. There were also numerous defects which required rectification.
Mr O’Brien testified that there was $106 million in presold apartments and that this money
was “sitting in Mallesons trust account”. This is untrue. First, we believe only $100.5 million of
possible presales ever existed, secondly, $17.2 million of those presale contracts were never
exchanged, and thirdly, a further $25 million of presold apartments were to a buyer that was
in receivership as of July 2008. A further $7.9 million had been validly cancelled on 24
December 2008. As a result, only some $50.5 million of presales were in the form of
potentially enforceable contracts.
Of the potentially enforceable contracts, when it became clear that the five star resort
elements would not be put in place, there was a further loss of $23 million of pre-sales.
Further, contrary to Mr O’Brien’s testimony, the receiver completed a rigorous process to sell
the property.
In October 2009, the receiver tested the market for a sale of the property in its entirety, as
well as preparing to sell apartments individually. A sale in entirety was preferred as individual
sales would have taken more than 5 years to complete given expected oversupply of housing
stock in the area. Indeed, in the 5 years since the sale, we understand only 24 units out of
104 have been sold, evidence that the strategy of selling the whole property was appropriate.
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Finally, Mr O’Brien claims that “receivers did not proceed with the signed management
agreement with Essque and Resorts of Dubai”. This claim is incorrect.
Mr O’Brien had signed a non-binding Memorandum of Understanding with Essque which
according to the document was “not to be construed as constituting a legal obligation of the
Parties”. The document expired on 31 December 2008 and no management agreement was
ever in place.
Mr O’Brien’s meeting with Commonwealth Bank on 29 April 2014 and subsequent settlement
Mr O’Brien’s characterisation of his meeting with me (David Cohen) on 29 April 2014 bears
little relation to the actual conversation which took place. This can be seen in Attachment A,
which contains hand written, contemporaneous notes taken by Commonwealth Bank’s Head
of Dispute Resolution who attended the meeting.
Those notes demonstrate that:






I did not offer Mr O’Brien $1.8 million; rather Mr O’Brien requested $8 million, an offer
which I did not accept.
The discussion touched on whether Commonwealth Bank might be prepared to pay
an amount equivalent to the estimated legal fees Commonwealth Bank would incur in
defending Mr O’Brien’s legal action. Again, I did not accept this position.
There was no “handshake agreement”; rather I said I was “not sure whether or not we
will be able to help”.
I did not say “they always do what I say”; I said “we do not make their decision, but
we do have influence”.
I did not say we were “keen to settle as … [the] loan was in fact one of the loans [we]
had tried to clawback from Bankwest vendors”. I would never say such a thing, as
there was no clawback and I have repeatedly stated so.

Finally, Mr O’Brien’s claim that we “delayed any further communication with [Mr O’Brien] until
the very last minute, after close of business on Friday 2 May” is demonstrably wrong. In fact,
Commonwealth Bank’s first email to Mr Leon Zwier (who acted as a facilitator in the
discussion) after this meeting was at 1.51pm the following day (30 April) followed by 16
further emails from Commonwealth Bank to Mr Zwier over the following days. The offer of
$100,000 to Mr O’Brien was made at 11.15am on Thursday 1 May, not 6.00pm on Friday 2
May as Mr O’Brien claimed. Internal emails show that offer was accepted by 2.47pm on
Thursday 1 May.
Mr Trevor Eriksson
In June 2008, Bankwest provided facilities to Mr Eriksson’s company, Clergate, of $7.5
million for the purpose of constructing a commercial building and for an overdraft facility.
Bankwest has written off $2.8 million in relation to Mr Eriksson’s loans.
Again, while large sections of Mr Eriksson’s testimony are inaccurate, we restrict our
comments to several key areas.
Mr Eriksson’s reasons for default
Mr Eriksson claims that Bankwest put him into default because he did not return a letter of
variation. This is not accurate.
The letter of variation dated 9 April 2009 was issued by Bankwest to Clergate and was open
for acceptance until 9 May 2009. The letter of variation proposed to extend the existing loans
provided to Clergate. While Clergate did not return the 9 April 2009 letter of variation, even if
it did a number of major conditions precedent to the variations approval were not met,
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including Clergate failing to provide formal Development Application approval, a construction
certificate, a building contract or lease. Clergate had not met its obligations in order to
receive renewed funding.
To imply that a technicality surrounding the return of a single letter of variation was the sole
reason Clergate’s variation was not approved is highly misleading. It would not have been in
the commercial interests of Bankwest to act in such an arbitrary manner.
Mr Eriksson testified to the Committee that, following Bankwest not extending the existing
loans, Bankwest suggested that “if I had my own cash resources then perhaps I would pay
that progress claim and then they would refund me”. Email correspondence with Mr Eriksson
at the time show that this was Mr Eriksson’s decision, not Bankwest’s recommendation. A
copy of this correspondence is at Attachment B.
In February 2010, the loan facilities expired and it became evident that Clergate could not
service interest.
Mr Eriksson testified to the Committee that he received a letter of demand for payment of his
full loan and was only given 3 days to repay it in full. This is incorrect. Following a period of
five months where Clergate failed to pay interest and received frequent contact from
Bankwest about this failure to pay, Bankwest issued a demand on 24 June 2010 for full
payment within 7 days. Payment did not occur.
The 2010 settlement with Mr Eriksson
Bankwest entered a mediated settlement in December 2010. Mr Eriksson had legal
representation at that mediation.
Mr Eriksson alleges that during the mediation Bankwest deducted $3 million off the loan
amount which was “a sign of their guilt”. Rather than being evidence of “guilt”, the decision to
reduce Mr Eriksson’s debt by $3 million was in fact a sign of Bankwest’s good faith effort to
resolve the situation. The purpose of mediation is to try to reach an agreed settlement and
Bankwest made this concession to facilitate an acceptable outcome for all parties.
At mediation a timeframe was agreed to allow Clergate to repay $5.85 million in instalments
by 30 April 2011 and for Mr Eriksson to repay $160,000 by 30 April 2012.The first instalment
of $50,000 due on 31 January was paid on 1 February 2011. Clergate then missed the
remaining payments of $450,000 on 31 March 2011 and $5.35 million on 30 April 2011.
Clergate also failed to provide its remittance of rental proceeds on 28 February 2011, as
required by the settlement.
Breach notices were issued on 2 March, 1 April and 2 May 2011. Copies of these letters can
be provided to the Committee.
Clergate’s repeated failure to meet payment obligations and other requirements of the
agreed settlement resulted in the appointment of Grant Thornton as Receiver in June 2011.
Mr Eriksson’s testimony that he met the requirements of the settlement by paying only
$50,000 of the $5.85 million required of him by 30 April 2011 is completely untrue.
We also note that Mr Eriksson testified to the Committee that he withdrew from legal
proceedings as a requirement of entering mediation. This is not accurate. The legal claim
was discontinued following the mediation (it was not a precondition to mediation).
The action of the receivers
Mr Eriksson testified that receivers “only put two ads in the local paper” while attempting to
sell his property. This is patently untrue.
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Attachment C is Knight Frank’s marketing report dated 10 October 2011. It shows the
properties were marketed as follows:






brochures posted to 3,524 potential clients;
e-brochure sent to 1,900 Knight Frank database clients;
advertised in the Sydney Morning Herald on 10 September, 17 September, 24
September and 1 October 2011;
advertised in the Australian Financial Review on 13 September, 20 September and
27 September 2011; and
advertised in the Orange Central Western Daily on 17 September, 24 September, 1
October and 8 October 2011.

The 2012 settlement agreement
Mr Eriksson claims that Bankwest reneged on a settlement agreement and that I wrote to
him to say the reasons Bankwest did not proceed with settlement were threefold:




the receivers had spent money on advertising;
a payment of $3500 was made to Norton Rose, not Bankwest; and
Clergate was in liquidation.

These are not the reasons set out in the letter and a copy of my letter dated 19 October 2012
is at Attachment D.
Mr Eriksson’s bankruptcy
Mr Eriksson claims that Bankwest is “vindictively” proceeding with a public examination of Mr
Eriksson’s affairs and his family. This is not accurate.
After Mr Eriksson became bankrupt, a trustee in bankruptcy was appointed over Mr
Eriksson’s estate. The trustee is investigating
Mr Eriksson

Mr and Mrs Peter and Danielle Schaumburg
Mr and Mrs Schaumburg became Bankwest customers in 2007 and were granted a loan of
$3.9 million in relation to their bed and breakfast business known as Tree Houses of
Montville.
By July 2008 the loan was put on Bankwest’s watch-list due to deterioration in trading
performance. At that time, profitability had declined below monthly interest repayments whilst
the loan agreement called for profitability to be at least 60 per cent greater than repayments.
At this point the Schaumburgs listed the property for sale.
In her testimony to the Committee, Mrs Schaumburg claimed that Bankwest forced them to
break a fixed rate loan, which incurred a break fee of $246,500 of which they were unaware.
These assertions are incorrect.
A letter from Mr and Mrs Schaumburg dated 12 September 2010 states “at the start of the
GFC, Tree Houses made the hard choice of re-structuring the loan with Bank of Western
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Australia by moving from ‘fixed’ interest only to ‘variable’ P&I”. A copy of this letter is at
Attachment E.
It was noted by the Schaumburgs at the public hearing that this change had a benefit through
reducing their ongoing interest costs.
Evidence that the Schaumburgs were aware that there would be a break fee is in an email
from Mr Schaumburg to a Bankwest officer dated 3 December 2008 in which he states: “is it
possible to pay the exit fee from the fixed – Approx. $212,000 deducted from the $740,000”.
A copy of this email is at Attachment F.
Mrs Schaumburg further stated that Bankwest officers repeatedly verbally threatened to
enforce the security it held in the form of the mortgage over their residential property. A
search of the records available to us has found no evidence of these threats, nor would we
approve of staff members acting in this manner.
However, correspondence from Ferguson Cannon Lawyers acting on behalf of the
Schaumburgs dated 17 January 2012 to a Bankwest officer stated the following:
“As you are aware my clients finance facility with Bankwest expires tomorrow
18 January 2012. I confirm my understanding of our discussion that:
1. It is not the bank’s intention to commence any enforcement proceedings
if my clients cannot repay the money outstanding tomorrow, at this point
in time;
2. It is the bank’s intention to enter into discussions with my clients to reach
an amicable resolution;
3. No steps detrimental to my clients will be taken without first entering into
these discussions and providing reasonable notice.”
A copy of this correspondence is at Attachment G.
With respect to allegations that Bankwest attempted to force a financial default by
withholding statements, we acknowledge that there were delays in providing documents to
the Schaumburgs, however there is no evidence to suggest there was any attempt to
manufacture a default. Bankwest had no motivation, financial or otherwise, for this to occur.
We note in the Schaumburgs’ testimony that they were dissatisfied about the use of
CBRE Hotel and Leisure Brisbane to value their property for $6,500 when they had obtained
a quote from CBRE for $4,500. The valuer used, who ultimately agreed a lower fee of
$6,000, specialised in going-concern and accommodation assets. The quote for $4,500
obtained by the Schaumburgs was from CBRE Sunshine Coast who are considered more
generalist valuers. The rationale behind Bankwest’s decision was documented in a letter
dated 6 September 2010.
It was noted at the hearing that frequent changes in staff responsible for managing the Tree
Houses of Montville file made it difficult for the Schaumburgs to progress issues with
Bankwest. We accept that this was likely the case and that a consistent approach would
have been more helpful.
The Schaumburgs worked hard to try to save their business and meet all of their obligations.
Due to their efforts, Bankwest granted them use of sale proceeds/ cash security for payment
of various expenses, removed the LVR covenant when they were in breach and gave them a
significant period of time to clear their debt.
Ultimately, the Schaumburgs repaid their obligations to Bankwest without the need to appoint
receivers. Bankwest worked with the Schaumburgs over more than 6 years to reach this
position from the time when the business was first listed for sale.
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Mr Roy Lavis
The CEC Group (CEC) was an ASX listed business operating in the civil engineering
industry, and had been a Commonwealth Bank customer since 2004. Mr Lavis’ primary
allegation against Commonwealth Bank is that that an interest rate hedge arrangement was
implemented in February 2008 without his consent and he was forced to sign a backdated
copy of the arrangement in February 2009. This is not true.
The interest rate hedge arrangement was entered into on 14 February 2008 by CEC
Company Secretary Kevin Lubbe. An audio recording of this agreement was taken at the
time. A transcript of this audio file is at Attachment H and the original audio file can be
provided to the Committee if required.
I also note that CEC made an announcement to the Australian Stock Exchange on 8 August
2008 which stated “the company undertook an interest rate hedge in February 2008”. A copy
of this announcement is at Attachment I.
Mr Lavis has alleged that had the interest rate hedge not been entered into, CEC would have
been able to continue. Whilst it is acknowledged that the hedge that CEC entered caused an
interest burden, the major factor in the demise of the company was the fact that its revenue
reduced from $210 million (June 2008) to $156 million (June 2009) to $91 million (June
2010). The company suffered losses of $23 million and $12 million in fiscal years 2009 and
2010 respectively.
In May 2011 CEC’s directors placed it into voluntary administration (a report from the
administrator dated 11 May 2011 noted significant debt owed to the ATO and that director
penalty notice had been issued by the ATO). Commonwealth Bank ultimately wrote off $57.3
million in relation to CEC’s loan.
*

*

*

We are committed to be as cooperative with the Committee as possible. If you or members
of the Committee would like to discuss our response do not hesitate to contact me on
or Euan Robertson on
Yours sincerely,

David Cohen
Group Executive Group Corporate Affairs
Commonwealth Bank of Australia
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Re: RTA Building
From:

Sent: Thursday, 10 December 200910;18:40 PM
To: Trevor Eriksson
Cc:

J·

r-:K Trevor your call , I will cancel the valuation with HTW. Hows the lease
with ADM this is getting embarrassing to have it take so long.

L_ going

Bankwest Business
Regional Manager, Property Finance

({

"J
P Please consider the environment before printing this email

Trevor ~riksson To
cc
10/12/2009 07:00 au>
PM Subject
RTA Building

I
J

Phil I have been in Forster/Tuncurry for the past few days . Had a call from
Drew Hall ( HTW) and he told me that you want him to value both Stunning
and the RTA. WE already have a valuation f or Stunning. Does this mean I
dont have to pay for the Valuation done by Dupont for Stunning?
have decided
ncerned that
in order to
rther delays

to fund the RTA construction by my cash resources as I am
matters and documentation by all including Bankwest will not
pay for construction prior to Christmas. Cannot have any
etc.

Will probably look to review matters after. So perhaps will hold on both QS
and valuation.
Head i ng to Orange tonight s o that I can meet up with Hugh B Gage lot
, .- tomorrow.

http://sn124w.snt124.mail.live.com/mail/PrintShell.aspx?type:=m.essage&cpids=f60f6... 23/03/2010

I

I
i
l

c
1O October 2011

Grant Thornton
Level 17

383 Kent Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

Re:

Lot 4, 1-3 Industry Drive, Orange

We are pleased to provide you with our current and up to date response on your property from
prospective purchasers.
Marketing activities to date Includes:
«

Contact all our current list of direct buyers (Database & Media);

<>

Follow up new enquiry;

,.,

Brochures posted to 3,524 potential clients (hardcopy with Grant Thornton);

"

Advertising as enclosed;

"

Priority placements on internet sites.

Level 3, 3 f-bnvood Place, Parramatta, New South Wales 2150 T +61 (0) 2 9761 1000 F +61 (0) 2 9761 1001
PO B ox 1052,

Par,amatta, NSW 2124

1wN1.knlgh1frank.can.au
XnlgbtFr.u>kAurutlh Pl}'Ud AllN 17 OM 973 684

.,'
'

•!
M
The following is a summary of our action this week:

"

The Information Memorandum has been distrusted to all enquiries that have executed CA.

»

The property has been loaded onto the internet and can be viewed at

Lot4

http://www.realcommerclal.com.auiprouerty-land+develoQ1T10nt-nsw-orange-291655Q

~

~

The property has been advertised as follows:
,~, Sydney Morning Herald

Sat 10/9; 1719; 2419; & 1/10

•:• Australian Financial Review
,~, Orange Central Western Dally

Tues 13/9; 2019; & 27/9
Sat 1719; 2419; 1110; & 8/10

Brochures have been distributed to 3,524 Businesses.

)} Active Mail distri bution list were completed on Monday 31 st November 2011 and sent out Business
Property Investors in various NSW locations.
"'

Inspections - 0 site Inspections have been conducted.

Increased activity this week with 4 requests for contracts. We trust this information Is of assistance to you and
look forward to this week's activity.
Yours sincerely

Managing Director

Leval 3, 3 Horwood Pla ce, Parrarnatta, New South Wales 2150 T +61 (0) 2 9761 1800 F ~61 (0) 2 97611801
PO Box 1052, Parramatta, NSW 2124
ww.v.knlghtfrarl<.com.ou
Ko.lf.htFnnk.Aum.alia l't)' Ud ADN l7 004 97.l 684

"Lot 4" 1-3 Industry Drive, Orange NSW
Advertisement for
www.realcommercial.com.au

http:f/www.realcommerclal.com.au{Qroperty-1and +developme nt-nsw-ora nge-2916556
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"Lot 3 & Lot 4" 7 Industry Drive, Orange NSW
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Commonwealth Bank Group
Commonwealth Bank. or Auslralla
ABN: 48 123123 124
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Commonwealth Bank

Level 5Tower 1
Darling Park
201 Sussex Street

Ourrer.

SYDNEY NSW 2000

Yourref:

19 October 2012

Reply
GPO Box 2719
SYDNEY NSW 2001

Mr. Trevor-Eriksson

(
Dear Mr. Eriksson,
I am wrltlng to you following your letters to me and
particular I am responding to your Jetter dated 17 September 2012.

of 14 August 2012. In

It has taken considerable time to investigate the facts behind your concerns and I ~pologise
for the time elapsed after receipt of your letters. However, in order to form an educated view
It was necessary to spend time Investigating the facts 1 making enquiries of Bankwest
employees and lts external lawyers and enquiring further once responses were received In
order to test robustness.

This matter has been the subject of extensive correspondence between you and Bankwest
and I do not' propose to summarise or comment on all of the matters that have previously
arisen. Instead I respond below on the particular concems covered Jn your 17 September
latter.
·
1

Clafm that l3ankwest breached clause 20.3 of the Deed of Release through
failing to provide Information requ·ested by Clergate.

Clause 20.3 of the Deed of Release provides:

20.3 The Bank and the Reoe/vers agree to not make any oral or written oommun;catfon to
any person or entity which disparages, defames or has the effect of damaging the reputation
of Clergate, Edinburgh, CWDC or Eriksson or qtherwise acting in any way to the detriment of
Clergate, Edinburgh, CWDC or Eriksson.
The clause does not contain any requirement relallng to the provision.of information because
the subject matter of the clause is limited to non-disparagement.
·
The only information requirements In the Deed of Re.lease are contained In clauses 6.3 to 6.5 ·
Bankwest's lawyers, Norton Rose, responded to you In relation to your concerns of non~
compfiance with those information requirements in their letters of 2 May 2011, and 14 June

2011 (enclosed) and I do not see any legal problem with the responses from Norton Rose.
It appears from my review that you have also raised concerns to the effeot that Bankwest
should have caused default 11stings to be removed from any credit flies held by third party
credit reference agencies. There ls no obligation in the Deed of Release for Bank.west to
notify any credit agency of the retirement of the Recefvers. This was dealt with satisfactorily
In my view, In the Jetter from Norton Rose dated 2 May 2011 (enclosed).
Given that clause 20.3 ls Umlted to matters of non~disparagement and that the only
information requirements are speolfically contained In clauses 6.3 to 6.5, it Is my view that
clause 20.3 does not encompass any obllgatlon to provide fnfonnat1on nor the consequences
of not providing requested Information. In my assessment Bankwesl and the receivers were
not in breach of their obligations under clause 20.3 as a result of not providing the
Information requested.
2

Claim that Bankwest appointed receivers in fulJ knowledge that final settlement
was Imminent

On 27 May 2011, and prior to the appointment of receivers,
sent an emaif to
you, in response to a request by you for a meeting, which stated, amongst other things, that
The f:3anlc is w//1/ng to mec1t with you Tuesday morning, once settlement has occurred, to

discuss th.e way foJW~rd on a without prejudice basis.
No meeting occurred after settlement and on 1 June 2011, Banl<west re-appointed the
receivers.
·
Bankwest re~appointecl receivers following the occurrence of a number of events of default
under the Deed of Release (these are detailed in, amongst other correspondence, the letter
of 2 May 2011 and the without prejudice Jetter of 4 May 2011 from Norton Rose (enclosed)).

At the stage refinance was being mooted, you and Clergate were a.lready in default of
obligations under the Deed of Release. Bankwest forbore from exercising its rights in respect
of that default on a without prejudice basis, the conditions of which were, as set out ln the
Jetter of 4 May 2011, that you and your companies:
a} pay or cause to be paid to Bankwest the $450,000 payment and the $5,350,000
payment required under clauses 5.1 (2) and (3) of the Deed of Release, by no later
than 5pm on 31 May 2011;
·
b) pay interest at the Prescribed Rate agreed to on all out.standing amounts under the
Deed of Release;
c) dlsoharge all 0U1er obligations required under the Deed of Release when required;
d) provide Bankwest with updates on the progress of the funding appUcation with ANZ,
and the sale of the RTA/Shmhing Windows building, by 3pm each business day; and
e) provide any further information requested by Bankwest, within 1 business day of that
request being made.
In all communications with you in relatio11 to any refinance, Bankwest and the receivers
reserved "all rights, Including their rights to rely upon any event of default constituted by nonpayment of the $450,000 required on 31 March 2011 under ihe Deed of Release, and the
non-payment of the $5,350,000 required on 30 April 2011".
You also failed, despite a number of requests, to provide evidence of refinance. You did
provide were indicative terms sheets that were subj ect to conditions and credit approval. As
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you are well aware, such Indicative term sheets are not commitments to fund. A oondltlon of
Bankwest forbearance was that Clergate would Introduce the bankers looking at Its
refinance, In.your email of 28 Aprll 2011 you wrote that your financial advisor wlll ''also
Introduce 13ankwest to the senior ANZ officer In charge of the approval process to verify that
we are on track". In their letter of 6 May 2011, however, the solicitors for Clergate informed
that Clergate would not provide the name of the person at the ANZ with whom they were
dealing.

In my view, Bankwest's conduct in re-appointing receivers was reasonable and appropriate
in circumstances where:
a) the re-appointment followed a number of defaults by you In your obligations under the
Deed of Release;
b) the re-appointment occurred where, at most, you had provided non-binding, lndloative
letters of offer to finance, subject to a number of conditions without any Indication of
how or when those conditions would be met;
.

.

o) no representations were made by Bankwest such fhat a person 1 acting reasonably,
would think that Bankwest had accepted any offer from you; and

(

d) following on from (b) and (c) above, there was no lndlcatlon that any settlement was

likely.
3

Claim that Bankwest reneged on the agreed settlement Involving NAB despite
Clergate paying Bankwest fees for preparation of discharge documents and
settlement attendance.

Negotiations concerning a possible settlement occurred whllst the receivers were appointed
for the second tlme1 and during the receivers' marketing and sale yampaign of the properties
over which they were appointed. Whilst the solicitors for the incoming financier did pay into
Norton Rose's trust account money on account of fees should any settlement proceed 1 no
fees were·pald to Banl<.west for discharge documents. When settlement did not occur, those
moneys were refunded.
Those moneys were accepted on the condition that, as set out ln Norton Rose letter of 14
October 2011; such acceptance and payment:

(

.should not be regarded as an acceptanoe bjt [Bankwest] of any ofter to compromise the Total
Amount Outstapdfng, other than in accordance with the proposed "closed-door" seltfement.
The proposed ''closed-door" settlement did not occur, and there was no agreement to settle
with you. Amongst other reasons, the settlement did not proceed because Clergate was
subject to a winding up application brought by its former solicitors.
At all times, the communloatlons between Norton Rose and your solicitors were expressed to
be on the basis that (as set out in Norton Rose letters of 19 October 2011, 25 October 2011 ,
2 November 20.11, 16 November 2011, 24 November 2011 and 29 November 2011 ): .

'TBankwest] does not confirm that it.wlll accept the offer proposed by [Mr Eriksson]; and
"for the avoicfanoe of doubt, we confirmfed] that Banl<[west] has not accepted any offer from
Cfergate. The Receivers have not deferred taking any further .steps in relation to the sale of
the properties owned by C/ergate. Unlll such time as the amount owing to the Ban!c ls repe.id,
Bank[west] and the Recefvers do not intend to defertal<fng steps to reafise Bank[west]'s
security.''
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Further, In the letter from Norton Rose of 29 November 2011 (enclosed), they wrote that:
•

Bankwest and the Receivers are well aware of their legal obligations in lhe
circumstances;

•

Bankwest will con sfder any offers on the merits and fn its own interest, and for
Bankwest and the receivers to comment on those reasons at that stage may be
deleterious to the sale process;

•

Bankwesf had at all time considered all offers made by you having regard to proper
and reasonable commercial considerations and on their merits;

•

all offers made by you had been for amounts substantially less than tile amount
owing to Bankwest;

•

the offer proposed by you may be unacceptable, in view both of:

a) you previous Inability to comply with deferred payment arrangements; and
b) the delay for payment proposed In your settlement offer,

·For these reasons, J am satisfied that your claim that there was an "agreed settlement" is
without foundation. As there was no agreed settlement, Bankwest did not renege.
Clalm that the sale of.Clergate's properties was for less than your settlement
offer

4

Your solicitor's letter of 25 November 2011 contained_ a proposal on terms that:
•

Clergate pay Bankwest $4,700,000 on completlon (to occur within a short time) {and
Bankwest was expected to provide full releases of all guarantees and securities);

•

Clergate to pay Be:mkwest $400,000 within 12 months (to be secured by a second
mortgage over the Orange properties); and

•

Bankwest to "retain and have the benefits of the proceeds of sale" of the Edinburgh
property (in the order of $220,000)/

You asserted that the proposal was worth $5,320,000. There were some fundamental
problems in the proposal as if, if accepted:
•

ignored Bankwest's pre-exfstrng entltlement to the proceeds on sale of the Edinburgh
prope1ty1

•

would have resulted rn you being released from your personal covenant to pay;

•

contained a deferred payment arrangement. Bankwest was reluctant to enter Into a
further deferred payment arrangement In circumstances where you had previously
failed to comply with such an arrangement (c1nd this non-compliance was the basis
upon which the receivers were appointed for the second time); and

•

did not guarantee Bankwest a higher return than that which it may have obtained,
based on the receivers' valuations, on sale.

Furtller, this proposal, In substance, guaranteed the 8anfc only a return of $4,700,000, and a
speculative return of $400,000.
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In the circumstances it was reasonable for Bankwest to proceed.with the sal~ and avoid the
need to enter into a deferred payment arrangement with you.
5

Your rec~nt settlement offers

You and

had an exchange of emails in March 2012 whtoh ultimately resulted in
requesting c!arifioation as to whether you were offerlng to pay $1.464M to resolve
the matter. You did not provide a response confirming if that was your position.
Your 5 July 2012 letter to
contained an offer that Bankwest pay you $3M which
appears out of step with the email exchanges you had with
In March. If your current
position is that you require Bankwest to pay you the.sum of $3M to resolve the matter that
offer Is declined. I appreciate that you will be disappointed with the decislon not to settle your
cfalrns on the basis you proposed. In view of the facts surrounding your claims, as I have
been able to ascertain them, It would not be appropriate for Bankwest to reach an
arrangement that Involved Bankwest making a payment to you. ff you have any proposal
where you are prepared to pay Bank.west a surn of money to resolve the matter please
provide details to Bankwest so that It may consider the proposal.

Yours faithfully,

Group General Counsel
Commonwealth Bank of Australla
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12 September 2010
Bank of Western Australia Ltd
Sunshi11e Coast Business Centre
Level 2> 17 SouthemDrive
MAROOCHYDORE QLD 4558

Dear Sir,
RE: TREE HOUSES OF MONTVIl,LE

We are in receipt of
subsequent letter from
September 2010.

(Business Development Manager) letter of27 August and
(Business Service Quality Coordinator) dated 6

Whilst we acknowledge that we did not meet yo,1r banks terms and conditions with regards to
meeting all of your financial requirements for the 09/10 financial year, we would like to request a
relaxation in the requirement to pro~d with another valuation for the follo,ving reasons •
•

Bank of Western Australia cim·ently has the following equity over our loan-Tree Houses ot'Montville (last valuation November 2008 of $4.03million)
- Residence at 5 Rosea Court, Currhnundi (last valuation November 2008 in excess of
$500,000)
.
- Cash deposits of 11gain over $500,000

•

Cash reserves for the busjness of over $100,000

Weacknowledgethatthe ro tto t e usmess a ropp by
forthefinanc1a year
and for this reason, we have become even forfher pro-active and recently implemented the

following•

Danielle Schawnb\1rghas dedicated two days a week to work 'on' the busiuess rather than
•in' the business to promote the resort further. Since proceeding with this change of

responsibility, the following has occmTed -

_

• The services of a Business Mentor subsidised by the· Qld State Govenun~nt
- The implementation of a thorough and comprehensive Business Plan (currently being
reviewed by Bush1ess Mentor)
• Website upgrade/improvement by a website design company to best utilise Search
··
'. .._.-:
Engine Optimisation/~logging/Twitter
• The review of implementing an online booking system
_: _
-In depth one on one discussions with Director of Tourism Qld (Sui1sW.ne·Coast) to best
capture domestic> international visitors and conferencing.- .- ·.
.
: :' \ . _
· ·. . . - . . . . .
. . .·-·:· . : . . . . . . . .
.......... .... ........
~

~

:~
$

·,
, .,

«(..

- An invite by Tourism Qld to promote our business to key personnel at TQ
Headquarters in Brisbane
• A meeting has been arranged for Australia Zoo Travel and Marketing staff to discuss
mutual opportunities for both businesses
- Discussions have commenced witl1 Queensland Newspapers as to how best promote
our resort with the view of hosting a travel w~iter to write a review in the Sunday Mail
We would like to take the opportunity to give you an overview of previous decisions/advice
given by Bank of Westem Australia.
At the start of the GFC, Tree Houses management made the hard choice of re-sh·uoturing the loan
with Bank of Western Australia by moving from 'fixed' interest only to 'variable' P&l. This was
a huge cost of over $240,000 to the business and the greater part of the decision making process
with doing this was because we were advised by the bank that it would take a great deal of
'pressure' off tl1e business by the bank. We seem to however, be back to 'square 1'.
Another ongoing concern that the partners have with Bank of Western Australia is that nearly 2
sold their family home (that was equity to the bank) at a profit
years ago,
with the view to purchasing another property. It was not until the contract of sale was
unconditional that Bank of Western Australia advised tJmtthe funds on settlement of sole would
not be released ancl instead would be utilised as a ' cash reserve'. This left the
Family
wit11out a family home and they had no choice but to live at Tree Houses of Montville which was
not the 'idea]' situation for 1hem and theit- children.
Further, since conunencing a relationsl1ip with the Bank, we have J1ad no less than four Business
Development Managers., This lack of continuity has made it e~tremely clifficult to form
relationships.
Tree Houses has uot once been in default ofloan payments and readily provide 1111 required
quarterlyfmancial requirements for review in a timely manner. Bank staff has previously
commented on manj\gement's professionalism with tl1is info1mation.
J

- - - - -- --As..you.cau..se
.
·ee Houses Mana ement l1as always been nccommodating to
urmg
tbe Bank and is further~ore dedicated improving the business after the losses mcun
t11eGFC.

to

Tree Houses Management is not asking fol' a decrease in monthly mortgage payment but would
very much appreciate flexibility by Bank of Western Australia in working through this difficult
1>eriod by waiving the requirement of a valua~ion (of up to $7,000) and also to work more closely
with us with positive dialogue that is mutually beneficial for both parties.
We look forward to hearing from you.
· Kind regards,
~i

David Ba:::rd

Danielle & Peter Schaumburg

I'

HI Danielle,
Just confirming that we are In the process of assessing this proposal and will come back to you shortly
about this.
In the meantime we are going to need the paperwork for the sale settlement signed and returned to the
bank if not in hard copies please email or fax through soft executed copies prior to settlement as this
will only delay the process.
Obviously this is only a short term measure pending a formal rework of the loans etc.
~

In due c_ourse we will also need your personal tax returns x 4 to complete the picture.
The valuation fee is payable but lets wait until the dust has settled before making payment.
Kind Regards

Business Development Manager
Commercial Banking
Bank of Western Australia Ltd
J..evel 2 / 17 Southern Drive, Maroochydore Qld 4658

03/12/2008 12:30 PM ·

Chris,
What do you thin~ of this proposal.
Vik/Dave - $900 000.00
Less their loan - $60 000.00
Less Vik's requirements - $100 000.00
Leaving $740 000.00.
Is it possible to pay the exit fee from the fixed -Approx $212 000.00 deducted from the $740000.00.
Leaving $528 000.00
This could then be put in an account against Tree Houses as debt reduction.

Our repayments would then be approx $20K. Our 1.6 would take us up to approx $32K. Certainly
more achievable than $46K.
Is this suitable for Bank West??

I realise that you would have to get approval from your credit department but is this a possibility.
Pete

Tree Houses of Montville

;..,Jr
,,
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Subj~cl: Tree Houses ol"Mo111ville

Dear Peter,
Thanks you for taking the lime to speaking with me this afternoon. I confirm that I act on behalf of the owners of the Tree
Houses of Monlville.
'

'

As you are aware my clients finance facility with Bankwest expires tomorrow 18 January 2012. I confirm my understanding
of our discussion that:
1. It is not the banks ln!ention to commence any enforcement proceedings if my clients cannot repay the monies
outstanding tomorrow, al this point in time;
2. II is the banks intention to enter ln!o discussions with my clients to reach an amicable resolution;
3. No steps detrimental to my clients will be taken wilhout first entering into these discussions and providing
reasonable notice.

If any of the points raised above are not a correct Interpretation of our discussion please let me know tmmedlately.
I have arranged for my cllents to meal with you onslte at the Tree Houses of Montville al 11am next Tuesday 24th January. I
wlll also be In attendance. J will be meeting wilh my clients beforehand so that we can pul a proposal to you, and hopefully
reach an agreement that day.
I look forward to meeting with you.
l<lnd regards,

l')l"l. l f'IOl'l l\.f'")
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Recording-

(FROM THE 14/2/2008)

K

Hello

L

Oh g'day

K

It's been a hundred bloody metre run ... I heard it ring and I was down the passage and it's a
long passage.

L

You probably don't get enough exercise as you work too much.

K

I do, I do, definitely, um, but I could do with some more I reckon, yeah, ok.

L

Ok, just ........ at 8.17 the structure now.

K

Ok.

L

Now, what I will do is read it back to you, you ready?

K

Yes, yes.

L

8.17, we're doing monthly roles and it is going to be referenced against BBSY, and we need a
right to break just to line up the facility which is the twenty eighth of the second '08,
anyway, um, a cap for twenty million for five years, starting out at the fifteenth of Feb.

K

Hang on a cap for five years, starting at the fifteenth of...

L

February '08

K

Fifteen two '08, yep, that's twenty million.

L

Twenty million.

K

Yep.

L

And so that is going to go to two thousand and thirteen.

K

Yep.

L

Ah, the swap will start at eighty million for three years.

K

Hang on so it will start at eighty million for ...

L

Three years.

K

For three years, yep.

L

So from the fifteenth of the second '08 to eleven.

K

Hang on, fifteen two '08 to fifteen two eleven, yep.

L

Then we're going down to fifty five million for four and five years.

K

Hang on, fifty five million, for...

L

For year four and five, so twelve to thirteen.

K

For four, year four and five.

L

So twelve and thirteen, then we are going down to fifty million for fourteen to fifteen, so
finishing on fifteenth of the second two thousand and fifteen.

K

Yeah, so sorry, I will just, hang on, eleven that's so so that's from ah fifteen two one one the
one above it just do fifteen two one three, isn't it?

L

Yes

K

And then the last one, fifty million for how long?

L

From the two thousand and ah thirteen to two thousand and fifteen. So ...

K

Two years, for two years.

L

Yeah, so year...

K

So two years, which is basically fifteen two one three to fifteen two one five.

L

Yep, and that's per strategy one in the paper ...

K

Yep, that's fine. You can, you'll just confirm this in writing anyway won't you?

L

You'll, you'll receive confirmation if not this afternoon, tomorrow morning.

K

All right, ok, ok.

L

Ok, and I'll ah better start lock in some hedging, so I' ll talk to you later Kevin.

K

All right that is fine, so that's that's done at at ah you've obviously got it at I mean t he eight
point one seven is the fixed rate and then obviously the cap you got a...

L

That's at eight point one seven as well.

K

That's at eight point one seven, er ok cause that, yeah and then you got all that oth er thing
that drops below there and whatever and whatever, we still pay the eight point one seven,
anyway.

L

So you pay eight point one seve n on the spot portion, but on the cap portion you pay th e the
lesser of th e variable rate or eight point one seven, so ...

K

Yeah, so if it drops below eight point one seven, we pay the lower one, but we won't pay
higher than eight point one seven.

L

Yes.

K

On on on the cap portion.

L

Yes.

K

Ok.

L

No worries?

K

And the fixed portion, is the the the eighty million, yep?

L

Spot on.

K

All right, so if you just give that to me in writing, so what I would like that to do is 'cause as I
said is that when I send out my board reports on Monday, I'd like to basically put it in there.

L

Ok, I wi ll send you a confirmation shortly.

K

And if you could just tell your internal peoples, 'cause Greg was quite adamant about you
notifying the people ...

L

Credit?

K

Like Rod Flude and people like that.

L

I will definitely let them know.

K

Ok

L

Thank you

K

Thank you

L

See you

K

Bye bye.
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1;:arnings Guidance FY 2008
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Cairns based property development and civil construction company, CEC Group
Limited (ASX:CEG) advises that the FY 2008 result has been adversely affected by the
downturn in the property market and through losses on asset sales which were
required to reduce debt levels.
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In June 2008 CEC announced that it expected a loss after tax In FY 2008 of between
$6M and$ ISM before any impairment of goodwill and property, plant and equipment .
At that time, CEC advised that total goodwill on the balance sheet amounted to $23M.
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A number of asset sales currently planned foi- FY 2009 have been analysed and, where
these are projected to make losses in the FY 2009 year, provision has been made against
Inventory as at 30 June 2008.
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Earnings Guidance and
Changes to Management and Audit and Risk Management
Committee
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In addition:
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.::;(~~=i=:.i='.~~/+=i= = ==~·~F!=eollowmg.rreview or goodwlll and property, plant and equipment, an
Impairment of $4M has been made,
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the company undertook an interest l'ate hedge in February 2008 which has a
mark to market fair value loss of $1.6M as at 30 June 2008 due to a softening of
the forward interest rate curve. Under accounting standards requirements for
assessing "hedge effectiveness", this marl< to market loss will be recorded in the
income statement in FY 2008,

•

Impairment of $2.SM has been recorded against a receivable relating to a
development in· Cairns, as at 30 June 2008, and under accounting standards
requirements, there is insufficient certainty of a project restart to allow an
impairment to be avoided.
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CEC is hopeful of a restart to the project in question and payment in full of
outstanding amounts, and the impairment will be reversed if a positive
conclusion is reached prior to signing of the accounts, and
•

''

Other recent asset sales to reduce debt have resulted in additional losses.
Information relating to the reduction of debt levels by CEC Group has
previously been disclosed to the market.
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Whilst the FY 2008 result is yet to be audited, the pre.audit consolidated loss before
tax (after impairment entries) Is expected to be approximately $33M.
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Debt Reduction
CEC is focused on debt reduction, with total facilities (bank loans, overdrafts and
guarantees) with our major banker now at $90M. The Company intends to reduce this
debt below $80M by 31 October 2008 and also will look to secure a longer term facility
to position the company for sustainable future growth .

New Senior Ma~1~gement Structure
The Board is pleased to announce a new management structure designed to provide for
greater focus on driving improvements within its operational business units, to improve
pe1iormance in key safety and environment areas and to provide more internal
capability for strategic and corporate finance initiatives including balance sheet structure,
whilst also strengthening succession planning. The senior management structure will
encompass:

'

•

Chief Executive Officer (Roy Lavis),
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•

Chief Financial Officer,

•

Chief Operating Officer, with full operational responsibility for operating sites
within Civil Construction and Building Materials businesses, and
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A search has commenced for a person to take up the new role of Chief Operating
Officer.

Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and interim General Manager, Business
Improvement
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Mr Darren Smith has resigned as Chief Financial Officer effective from 15 August 2008.
Mr Kevin ~IJ.bb~_<;:Eq~-<;:ompany ~~cretary will become Group Financial
Controller/Company Secretary until the appointment of a new CFO.
An interim General Manager, Business Improvement is expected to commence with
CEC Group in the week ended 15 August 2008 to lead the groups restructuring
activities. It is expected that this role will continue until at least 30 November 2008.

The outgoing CFO, Mr Smith, will provide part time consulting assistance to CEC
Group through to 19 September 2008 to assist with the company's transition to these
new management arrangements.
Change to Board and Audit and Risi< Management Committee

The Board has resolved to commence a search for a Director with significant banking
and finance experience to strengthen capability in the current difficult market
environment.
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In order to achieve closer alignment with the ASX Corporate Governance Pl"inciples
and Recommendations, the Board has resolved to appoint an independent Chairman
(who is not a member of the Board) to the Audit and Risk Management Committee. Mr
Tony Ha,tnell has agreed to Chair this Committee until a permanent Chair is appointed.
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ENDS
For more information contact:
Mr Roy Lavis

CEO

04(8 772 124

Mr Rob Borbidge

Chaitman

(07) 4035 3500
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For more information on CEC Group please visit www.cecgroup.co m.au or contact
Kevin Lubbe, our Company Secretary on +6 I (7) 4035 3500,
email klubbe@cecgroup.com.au

